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The Osanyin Commemorative Portrait Project and Camo Coat Collection
The Osanyin Commemorative Portrait Project and Camo Coat Collection is a two-part project that takes its
cue from Yoruba orisa Osanyin, god of healing and leaves often depicted in half tree-half human form. The
orisa’s connection to leprosy is also resonant given my mother’s work for 30 years with leprosy and polio
patients in rural Nigeria, bringing possibility where there was, for many, very limited hope. This multifaceted
project considers uses of camouflage and protection in everyday life and within formalized ritual practice in
the urban landscape from an Afro-Futurist perspective in the (post-)apocalypse.
The first stage of the project began at the NEH Institute for Black Aesthetics and Sacred Systems hosted at
Emory University in Atlanta, GA, in 2014. The Commemorative Portrait Project consists of a series of portraits
of NEH Fellows taken on Emory University campus, commemorating the historic institute and documenting
collaborative representation and site as archive. These portraits were the first stage of investigation, and
from this, I began to develop leaf drawings which were later transformed into printed textile and now, a
capsule collection that specifically focuses on conceptual, spiritual, and physical protection in art and design
as a methodology of liberation. Also highlighted in my performance, installation, costume, and garment
design is a’nger (pronounced “ahn gair”), Tiv-Nigerian traditional striped loom-woven textile which is given as
a gift at significant moments, and represents being clothed in the essence of Tiv. This stripe is utilized in
exhibitions of Wan Chuku and the Mystical Yam Farm.* A visual connection is also made here with the blackand-white stripe of military dazzle camouflage as protection for ships at sea. The defense reference connects
to the broadside printed format utilized during the firey word force of the Black Arts Movement that
encouraged Black people’s self-determination, self-respect, and self-defense, with the broadside not only
referencing a printed and easily disseminated poetic statement or manifesto but also defined as the side of a
ship from which the weapons are discharged, speaking to the power of B.A.M. poetics.
The Camo Coat Collection was conceived over the last two years as a timely, site-specific, textile- and
garment-based response to the current political and social climate, influenced by Chicago’s AFRICOBRA cofounder Jae Jarrell and her iconic Revolutionary Suit**, ready for boardroom and for revolution, and by her
Jae of Hyde Park one-of-a-kind shop established in the 1950s and insistence on radical joy and African art
historical references for her N’Vest series. With Chicago-specific prints, The Camo Coat Collection considers
what it means to survive and thrive in the urban landscape, inspired by architect and visionary Amanda
Williams’ term “thrival.” I teach and write about the intersections of Afro-Futurism and ecology with an
emphasis on healing modalities to offer space of agency for sharing resources, histories, and possibilities for
future visioning.
In daily life and for presentations, I am known for wearing various styles of camouflage, including garments of
floral and leaf design. It is a signature but more than that, provides a form of “pattern protection” that is
primarily energetic since I don’t actually blend in with the industrial landscape nor would it stop a bullet as I
travel via bike. There is something about it that makes me feel protected, and there’s a marked difference in
how I am treated as a Black woman in the U.S. when I’m rocking the full Original Camo Coat with its wrapped
flowing style. Doors are opened, micro-aggressions cease, and people step aside, offering compliments every
few feet. The garment and its activation through my wearing seems to have a power beyond just a coat. The
concept is being expanded to include camouflage textile created from images of actual surfaces encountered
in Chicago day-to-day life, and natural bulletproof materials such as spider silk. Bulletproof fabric, including
advances in those with all-natural origins, is a contested material with tension between who is allowed to

wear it, legislation attempted against it by the police force supposedly to stop criminal elements gaining
access to use it, but it is also a tool of protection that can be more widely utilized on behalf of individuals
within the public realm.
An additional influence is the inclusion of Scottish tartan in connection to a’nger as a culturally-specific
textile. Historically, when tartan was made of organic vegetable dyes, a cloth could be “read” by those
experienced to recognize the intricate plants and sites represented in the pattern, whether lighter as closer
to the misty sea or darker greens indicating organic sources deeper in the forest. This connection to reading,
the word, the “speaking” of a textile also reflects Yoruba aesthetics of ashé, “catalytic life force” as discussed
by African art historian Rowland Abiodun, with foundations in the power of art to listen and to speak. The
Camo Coat Collection rises from the existing environment and responds with an array of possibilities, offering
protection on multiple levels and celebrating the role of art and design in the African Diaspora.
The Camo Coat Collection launches on the mystical portal of 02.02.2020 along with my first monograph on
Afro-Futurism and performance with construction of multi-purpose conceptual capsule collection in a range
of sizes to be modeled and displayed in exhibition and shared within the book text including
“Visible/Invisible: Protection in the Urban Landscape.” This project may include development of expanded,
satellite programming with opportunities for other participants in different cities to become part of the
portrait series, and additionally, I will be donating to local veterans’ initiatives on Chicago’s south side.
Continuing with the number “8” as a focus in my work and numerological activator for luck and infinity,
a selection of eight portraits will be featured as part of the first public presentation of this series in an
installation with The Camo Coat Collection at Columbia College Chicago Department of Fashion Windows at
618 S. Michigan and Ida B. Wells from February 11-March 1, 2020 including video, garments, and sculptural
objects from the February 2, 2020 book and collection launch.

*Works in Wan Chuku series were shown at:
- Wan Chuku and the Mystical Yam Farm, curated by Moyo Okediji, PhD for WÁKÀTÍ:Time Shapes African Art, Oklahoma
State University Museum of Art (OSUMA), Stillwater, OK, 2015;
-Washington Project for the Arts 2017 Auction Gala, co-curated by Jefferson Pinder, annual exhibition, Washington, DC
-Peggy Cooper Cafritz Collection, Washington, DC, featured in: Fired Up! Ready to Go!: Finding Beauty, Demanding
Equity: An African American Life in Art. The Collections of Peggy Cooper Cafritz. New York: Rizzoli Electa, 2018. Full color.
Print. Voted #1 by Culture Type of 18 Best Black Art Books of 2018.
-Corpus Meum, site-specific sound installation for “Platforms Series: Architecture and Sound Panel”, curated by Jenna
Lyle, The Arts Club of Chicago, 2018
-New Age, New Age: Strategies for Survival, group exhibition curated by Julie Rodrigues Widholm featuring Wan Chuku’s
Mystical Yam Mounds, DePaul Art Museum, Chicago, 2019
**Over the past year (2018-19), I have worked with Jae Jarrell in her Cleveland studio on “regenerated” works for:
-Dahomey Ensemble, 2018, after the 1973 original, Studio assistance to AFRICOBRA co-founder Jae Jarrell for The Time Is
Now!: Art Worlds of Chicago’s South Side, 1960-1980, exhibition curated by Rebecca Zorach, Smart Museum, University
of Chicago
-Ornaments of Reflection, 2019, Studio assistance to AFRICOBRA co-founder Jae Jarrell on garment based on Adorn to
Reflect, inaugural Toronto Biennial of Art, Toronto, ON
-"N'Vest-ing in the People: The Art of Jae Jarrell" catalogue essay via Kavi Gupta Gallery for AFRICOBRA: Nation Time,
58th Venice Biennale, May 11-November 24, 2019, Venice, Italy.
-In 2020, I will be contributing to the first monograph of her work, produced by Kavi Gupta Gallery’s publications
imprint.
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